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Building Healthy Communities through Youth Programming in Long Beach 
Johnny Rodriguez, May Lin, Veronica Terriquez, Ph.D., and Emily Macer 

 

In order to foster the healthy development of adolescents and young adults, The California 

Endowment has invested in youth leadership and youth-led organizing groups as a key 

component of its Building Healthy Communities (BHC) Initiative. As part of a broader 

assessment of the impact of BHC youth programming on participants and their communities, this 

report focuses specifically on youth programming in Long Beach. Located in the Southeastern 

corner of Los Angeles County, Long Beach is one of 14 California communities with a BHC 

initiative. We rely on surveys of core youth participants from seven BHC affiliated organizations 

that have sought to mentor youth and/or engage them in organizing, restorative justice, 

promoting healthy living, and creating climate change in their schools and community: 1) 

California Conference for Equality and Justice, 2) Californians for Justice, 3) Centro C.H.A. 

(Community Hispanic Association), 4) Khmer Girls in Action, 5) St. Mary Medical Foundation, 

6) Success in Challenges Inc., and 7) the Long Beach BHC youth committee.  

 

In what follows, we present survey results. We begin with a demographic description of youth 

survey participants and lay out both how youth were recruited and why they remained in the 

organization. To provide information on the programming offered by youth groups, we show 

how youth were involved in different types of activities. We then share how youth benefited 

from their involvement. To complement survey findings, we account for some of the ways that 

youth are seeking to contribute to their community’s health and well-being by sharing recent 

campaign highlights in Long Beach. We conclude with a brief note on challenges and how youth 

programming might grow in the future. We hope that this report serves as a resource for those 

planning youth programming in Long Beach.  

  

Description of Youth Program Members  

A total of 127 youth ranging in age from 14 to 28 

participated in the study, representing 93 percent of 

members in the seven participating groups. Young 

men slightly outnumber young women in these 

groups, comprising 55 percent of survey 

respondents (see Figure 1). Program participants 

are racially/ethnically diverse: approximately 53 

percent are Asian American/Pacific Islander, 28 

percent are Latino, 17 percent are African 

American, and the remaining respondents identified 

their race as other. Just over three-fourths, or 77 

percent, of the participants in these programs come 

from low-income family backgrounds (measured by free and reduced lunch while in high school) 

and only 12 percent of the survey respondents have parents with a bachelor’s degree.  
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Participant Recruitment and Retention 

Survey results suggest that in Long Beach, as in most other BHC communities, peers play an 

important role in recruiting youth to their organizations. Specifically, when asked to share one or 

more ways in which they first heard about their group, most respondents (62 percent) reported 

learning about it from friends or peers (see Figure 2). Youth also commonly learned about their 

groups through family members or community events. This suggests that resources for outreach 

might be best used by peer-to-peer outreach. 

 

Figure 2. How youth learned about their BHC-affiliated youth group

 
 

Members were asked to choose one or more reasons why they joined their groups. As Figure 3 

suggests, the majority (58 percent) were drawn to their group because it seemed like fun, and 36 

percent joined because they were invited by friends. However, members also came to their 

organizations with some preexisting concern for advancing the interests of their communities. 

Fifty-three percent liked what their group focused on, and 50 percent stated that they wanted to 

make a difference. Just over a third (35 percent) also joined because they wanted to develop new 

skills. These findings suggest that organizations attract members by creating a fun community 

environment. Organizations also attract young people who are predisposed to helping their 

communities.  

 

Figure 3. Reasons for joining youth group 
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Our survey also considered the length of involvement in the group (see Figure 4). The majority 

(54 percent) of the members of Long Beach BHC youth programs who took part in the survey 

had participated in a BHC group for a year or longer. The remaining had joined within the last 

year or did not specify how long they had been with their groups.  

 

Figure 4. Length of Time with BHC youth group 

 

 
As Figure 5 shows, the reason youth stayed involved somewhat overlapped with their reasons for 

joining. The most frequently cited reason that youth gave for staying in their groups was the 

development of new skills (70 percent). Sixty-one percent stayed involved because they felt they 

were making a difference, and 54 percent stayed because they liked the focus of the group. 

Through their involvement, youth likely developed their sense of agency to positively contribute 

to the well-being of their communities. It is worth noting that 46 percent also remained involved 

because they were having fun.  

 

Figure 5. Reasons for staying involved 
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Members’ Involvement  

We asked respondents if, through their organization, they had participated in any of a list of 

activities. The list was based on activities commonly reported among BHC groups across the 

state. Results indicate that the groups provide leadership, grassroots organizing, and academic 

support opportunities for their members. A majority (52 percent) reported making important 

decisions, 50 percent engaged in activities that help them prepare for or succeed in college, 44 

percent of youth made a public presentation, 39 percent planned a meeting or event, and 35 

percent performed or showcased art. Thirty-one percent also collected signatures or engaged in 

canvassing, likely as a result of involvement in campaign efforts that seek to promote community 

well-being (see Figure 6).  

Figure 6. How youth participated in their BHC group 

 
 

How Members Benefit From Their Involvement  

Young people’s involvement in civic programs supported their healthy development. We asked 

members of the group to rate the degree to which their group involvement impacted different 

aspects of their personal development—did it have no impact, very little impact, some impact, or 

a lot of impact? Figure 7 shows the percent of respondents who reported that their organizational 

involvement had “a lot” of impact on each of the areas of personal development included in the 

survey. Results suggest that two-thirds (67 percent), participation in their organization had “a 

lot” of impact on their improved ability to communicate with others. Most also learned about 

health issues that impact the community, built or strengthened trusting relationships with 

mentors, learned to stand up for their beliefs, and learned more about their own culture or 

racial/ethnic group. Just over half (53 percent) of these youth developed a better understanding 

of how government decisions impact the community and improved their abilities to speak in 

public and plan events and activities. These findings suggest that Long Beach programs may 

have broad, positive impacts on the leadership capacity of their members.  
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Figure 7. The degree to which organization impacts its members: Percent responding "a lot" 

 
 

Long Beach Campaign Efforts and Coordination among Youth Organizations 

While supporting the healthy development of their members, Long Beach BHC-affiliated youth 

organizations have also developed collaborative partnerships in order to collectively build 

youths’ leadership capacity and achieve shared campaign goals. Coordinated by the BHC Long 

Beach Youth Committee, participating BHC youth organizations have sought to address punitive 

school discipline policies that remove students from the classroom and negatively impact student 

academic achievement. Since March 2013, this effort, entitled “Every Student Matters,” has 

promoted restorative justice approaches to discipline, encouraged the development of consistent 

discipline policies for all Long Beach Unified School District (LBUSD) schools, drawn attention 

to the stark racial disparities in suspension and expulsion of students of color, and fought for the 

reduction in student suspensions.  

 

Activities in the "Every Student Matters" campaign have included a community event launch 

with student testimonials on their school climate experiences; a survey of close to 2,000 Long 

Beach youth about their experiences with school discipline; the development of partnerships with 

Long Beach Unified School District leaders, educators, parents, and students; the use of social 

media; and a rally at the Long Beach City Council. The campaign garnered support from 

community members, educators, administrators, and eventually the City Council. In October 

2013, the youth committee won a key victory when the Long Beach Unified School District 

passed a resolution that promoted positive alternatives to suspensions and expulsions by 

expanding restorative justice programs that aim to address the root of behavioral issues, improve 

relationships between teachers and students, and address the unfair targeting of students of color. 

Since then, campaign efforts have focused on implementing trainings on restorative justice for 
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teachers and administrators.  

 

BHC-affiliated organizations also coalesced around the need for investment of funding to 

support the stated intentions of the resolution. As part of its new budget proposal for additional 

funding allocated by the passage of the new Local Control Funding Formula, LBUSD allocated 

$2.4 million for police and campus security. Youth members of BHC organizations have 

attended council meetings, met with school district decision-makers, and held a mock board 

meeting to advocate for funding to be allocated towards hiring more counselors and nurses, 

wellness centers, meaningful student and parent engagement, restorative justice, culturally 

relevant classes, and more teachers.  

 

In addition to the collaborative efforts, individual organizations’ separate campaigns further 

enliven the youth organization landscape in Long Beach. For example, the California Conference 

for Equality and Justice is piloting a restorative justice program in a high school; Khmer Girls in 

Action spearheads a campaign advocating for wellness centers in high schools that focus on 

mental, reproductive, and general healthcare; and Californians for Justice has been working to 

implement student voice mechanisms on a district and school site level to provide feedback on 

the Local Control Funding Formula and Local Control Accountability Plan.  

 

So far, youth organizing efforts have drawn support from diverse stakeholders and increasingly 

attracted the attention of decision-makers in the school district. Although the proposals of BHC 

youth organizations were not fully reflected in LBUSD’s budget for the upcoming year, the 

coalition seeks to build its presence in schools and to ensure that youth voice is substantively 

incorporated in LBUSD's decision-making processes. Additionally, some organizations have also 

struggled with the negative effects of insufficient funding streams and resources. In some cases, 

a lack of capacity has resulted in difficulties in recruiting and retaining youth leadership. 

Although organizers and youth appreciate and understand the importance of coalitional work, 

they encounter challenges with effectively juggling base-building and leadership and campaign 

development among their own members, while also engaging in broader coalitional work and 

campaigns.  

 

Youth leaders and staff hope to overcome these challenges and, in the years to come, continue 

building on the momentum of organizations’ individual and collaborative campaign efforts. In 

spite of these challenges, Long Beach's youth programming is likely to have an enduring impact 

on the leadership capacity and healthy development of participants. Moreover, many youth are 

likely to develop a lasting commitment to contribute to their community’s health and well-being. 

Finally, the collaborative spirit of Long Beach’s youth-led campaigns offers important lessons 

for other BHC sites.  
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USC Program for Environmental and Regional Equity (PERE) 

conducts research and facilitates discussions on the issues of 

environmental justice, regional inclusion, and social movement 

building. PERE conducts high-quality research that is relevant to 

public policy concerns and that reaches directly-affected 

communities that most need to be a part of the discussion. Johnny 

Rodriguez is a Cal State Long Beach student involved in the 

Khmer Girls in Action. May Lin is a graduate student at the 

University of Southern California and a volunteer for Californians 

for Justice. Emily Macer is an undergraduate student at the University of Southern California 

who grew up in Long Beach. Veronica Terriquez is a Professor of Sociology at the University 

of Southern California and is leading the BHC Youth Program Evaluation. 

  

For a statewide summary and write-ups on other BHC sites, see:  

http://dornsife.usc.edu/pere/BHC-youth-leadership/ 
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